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The article discusses a criterion for the existence of certain cyclic extensions of 
prime degree p of abelian extensions of imaginary quadratic fields. The condition in 
the criterion is given in terms of special values of L-functions with Griissencharac- 
ters. The method is based on the theory of elliptic units by Siegel, Ramachandra 
and Robert. /I” 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a Kummer’s criterion for imaginary quadratic field was studied 
by several authors (cf. Coates and Wiles [l], Gillard [a], Hida [4], 
Robert [lo], Yager [13]). In this paper, we will discuss it, following and 
developing the method of Robert, which is based on the theory of elliptic 
units. 
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. We denote by o and h the ring of 
integers and the class number of K, respectively. For an integral ideal g, let 
K(g) (resp. Z(g)) be the maximal ray class field (resp. ray class group) 
modulo g. Let p be a prime number not dividing 6h, and p a prime divisor 
of p in K. We take an integral ideal f,, prime to p. If p decomposes in K, we 
assume @ divides f,, at most once, where ~7 is the conjugate of p over Q. 
There exists an elliptic curve E with End(E) = o defined over the Hilbert 
class field H of K, which has good reduction at all primes dividing pfo. Let 
M be an abelian extension of K contained in K(f,)(E,), where E, is the 
group of p division points of E. Assume [M: K] is prime to p and M is not 
contained in K(f,). We shall give a criterion for the existence of cyclic 
extensions of M of degree p which satisfies certain conditions in terms of 
special values of L-functions of K with Grijssencharacters (see Theorem 4.1 
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for the precise statement). The points are the following. The first one is that 
the condition is stated in the form of the divisibility of special values of L- 
functions by p, instead of the independence of Hurwitz numbers modulo p 
in [lo]. The second one is that our criterion gives a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition, whereas that of Robert in the case where p remains prime 
in K is a sufficient condition for the divisibility of a relative class number of 
~4 by P. 
1. LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES AND LOCAL UNITS 
We retain the notation used in the Introduction. In particular, p is a 
prime not dividing 6h and p is a prime ideal of K dividing p. For an 
integral ideal g of K, let Z(g) be the ray class group modulo g, and K(g) the 
maximal ray class field modulo g. Hence H = K( 0). Let F be a cyclic exten- 
sion of H of degree Np - 1, which is totally ramified at all primes lying 
above p. Later, we take as F the field generated by p division points of an 
elliptic curve E with complex multiplication by K, the definition of which 
will be given in Section 2. Let f. be as in the Introduction, and L be a sub- 
field of K(f,). Let M be an extension of L contained in LF, which is abelian 
over K and totally ramified at all primes of L dividing p. We denote the 
Galois group Gal(M/K) of the extension M/K by G, and by G, (resp. Gr) 
the decomposition (resp. inertia) subgroup of G for p. Then 
GT N Gal(M/L) 2 Gal(MH n F/H). We assume 1 G 1, the order of G, is 
prime to p. Let p = ‘$3, .. ‘p., be the decomposition into prime ideals in L 
and let $8; be the unique prime ideal of A4 lying above ‘Pi. Let m = [M: K]. 
Then ‘pi= ‘$y. Let M,, be the completion of M at 9, and O,,,, be the 
ring of spi-adic integers in M,,. For each positive integer n, put 
u’y, = {u E o;,,p, /US 1 mod+@;!}. 
and let Ull;’ be the direct product of U(;li. Let ni be a prime element of 
D M,‘D, and (wi, 1 <j<t) be a Z,-basis of O,%,!, where t= [Lg,: Q,]. Ifp 
ramifies in K, we take w, so that half of them are included in ‘Vi. Put 
V,(n) = fi (1 + zz:w,)? 
i= 1 
Then we can prove easily 
LEMMA 1.1. 
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We define a set of integers X by 
X= {k=qn((k,p)= 1,l dn<m- I}, 
where q = (Np - 1)/m. When p = (p), let k(p) be the positive integer which 
satisfies k(p) = pk mod (Np - 1) and 1< k(p) d Np - 1. Let X2 be the sub- 
set consisting of k E ~$7 such that k(p) =pk, and let 3y; be the complement 
of X2 in X. 
In the rest of this section, we assume L contains H. Let L’ be an 
unramitied extension of L,,, and A a prime element of the completion Fi of 
F at the prime lying above pi= ‘pin H such that A Ny-’ is contained in 
H,,. Then a unit u of L’F,, which is congruent to 1 modulo (A), can be 
expanded as 
where DLz is the ring of ‘$3;-adic integers in L’. Put f,( T) = 1 + C;I=, a, T’ 
and 
Tdw”u(T) 
dT =,-g, %kTk. 
Then for each k, 1 6 k 6 Np - 1, the kth logarithmic derivative of u with 
respect to A is defined by 
(Pk.,,(U) = @k mod $3,. 
We extend q?k,, to (L’F,) x by putting qk,,,(A) ~0 and q&c) ~0 if the 
order of [ is finite and prime to p. Let DL be the ring of integers in L. Then 
qk.,, gives rise to a homomorphism 
For UE U!,!,!,, put 
qd”) = ((Pk,A(“))k, .X E @ .oL/gi. 
k t .X 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 1.2. qpi induces an isomorphism 
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Proof: It is easy to see U$,iU$r is contained in the kernel of ‘pi. We 
may assume 17, = aAY for a E 0; .‘o,‘. Put u, = 1 + afly for u E D)L,‘p, and a 
positive integer n. Then 
cP!4(%7) = 
0 if k <nq, 
anqa* if k = nq. 
The surjectivity follows from this. Comparing the dimension of both spaces 
over F,, we can conclude ‘pi is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.1. 
Put wi = G’$/qJi u$p. Then Wi is a F,[G,]-module and by cp,, 
0 ks 1- DJlpi can be seen as a F, [G,]-module. The action of G, on 
0 kt ,I D,/‘Qi can be described as follows. Extend g E G, to an 
automorphism g of the Galois closure of L,,F, over K,, and put c,J g) = 
(Ag/A)k. Then cJg) depends only on g, and the action of g on the k-com- 
ponent is given by 
acY) s ck g) ax. ( 
On Gr. ck is a character. Put W = 0, Wi (considered additively). Let X, 
be the group of all characters of G with values in F, and for 1 E X,, let 
W(j) = ( WOFp F,)(X) be the i-component of WOK, F,. We denote by 1% 
the idempotent of F,[G] for X. In the following, we study the structure of 
W(j). Let pri be the projection of W onto Wj . Then we see 
vi: W(X) r WAX lGr). (1.1) 
First we treat the case where p decomposes or ramifies in K. In this case, 
we have 
WiOF, I?,, N Ind$(Ind~/;( 1) - 1), (1.2) 
where 1 denotes the trivial representation. If the tamely ramified extension 
M,$/K, splits (cf. [6,2.1]), this follows from Lemma 1 in [6]. If it does 
not split, there exists an unramified extension L’ of L,, such that L’M,,/K, 
splits and [L’ : L,, J is prime to p. The general case can be reduced to the 
splitting case by considering Gal(L’MQ,/MQ,) invariant subspaces. Let S, 
be the k-component of eke sy DJFp ;. Then by ( 1.2) we see 
Sk OFp F, = Ind2T(ck I &, (1.3) 
as F,[ G,]-modules. We fix an embedding of D,/Cpi into F, and consider 
DJ(Qi as a subset of F,. This inclusion induces a map 
A: S,(~(Gr)+Fp. 
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LEMMA 1.4. If j ) oJ = ckJ Gr for k E X, A induces an isomorphism 
i: S,(&J3Fp. 
Proof: Since dimFPS,(i Icz) = 1 by (1.3), it is enough to show that 1 is 
not trivial. We have an isomorphism 
by the map aOb H (aRb)ntcz,cr. Let e be the idempotent of F;,[Gz] for 
1) GZ. Then the g-component of the image of e(a 0 1) is 
IGzl-’ c (ck(h)ah)gX(h)-‘=ck(g)-’ X(g)lG,l-’ c c,(h)a%h)-‘. 
heGz IIEGL 
Here we used the relation ck(hh’)=ek(h)h’ c,Jh’). Our assertion follows 
from this. 
By (1.1) and Lemma 1.4, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume p decomposes or ramifies in K and j E X, 
satisfies jIGr=ck(Grfor kc%“. For U@.YE WQF,Fp, put 
@,(l,(uQx))= ICI ’ 1 cPx,n(Pri(U”)).~X(g)-’ 
p E G 
Then Qk induces an isomorphism 
ds,: W(j)d, 
Now we assume p remains prime in K. Let S, = D$j3, with the action of 
G, defined by 
aCx> = ck( g) a” mod !j.Jj. 
Since (p) decomposes completely in H, ck is a character of G,, and the 
action of GZ is F,?-linear. We see easily 
S,Q,qFp = Ind~(c,lG,), 
and 
by the map a@ b t+ (a 0 b, ap 0 b), since ck( g)” E c,(,)(g). In the same way 
as above, we obtain 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume p remains prime in K. Let i ( GT= ck ( GT. For 
U@XE WOFpFP, put 
(1) If k E Y, , one has an isomorphism 
@,: W(j)rF,@,, 
defined& ~,(l,(~Ox))=(~~(l,(uOx)), @6(1,(240x))). 
(2) If k E Jr, (resp. k( p ) E X7), one has an isomorphism 
defined by ~,(l,(uox))=~,,(I,(~Ox)) (resp. #P;(I,(u@x))). 
We note Qjk(lX(~@x))=O, @;( 1 x(u 0 x)) = 0 if the condition 
j ) + = ck ) G7 is not satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let ~I+=c~(~,.. JfkE.%‘i or k(p)EY*, one has 
Q~(x) z o mod Qio @k(x) 5 0 mod ‘@,, 
for XE W(j). 
Proof. We give a proof only for the case k E .X2. The case k(p) E X, can 
be treated in the same way. Let k = nq and let u, = 1 + B.I~; be as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.2. Then we see 
~kcp,,n(%J = (Pk.A(U,Y mod ‘$I,. 
Let I?, be the element of U!,!,) such that the i-component is u, and the other 
components are 1. Then we see 
~;(l,(ii,Ol))r(~,(l,(ti,Ol)))pZ mod !Qi. 
It is easy to see that we can choose c( so that @k( l,(ii,, 0 1)) f 0 mod Y,. 
This proves our assertion. 
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2. LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES OF ELLIPTIC UNITS 
We review the results on elliptic units by Siegel, Ramachandra and 
Robert with some comments (cf. [ 12, S-IO]). Let g be an integral ideal of 
K different from o. For an ideal a prime to g, let C, denote the class in Z(g) 
containing a and (a, K(g)/K) the Artin symbol of a on K(g). Let A(g) be 
the set of couples (T, 9’) consisting of a lattice Y in C such that 
(IECJ;ILikc}= o and tgC such that t-‘Zno=g. We say (z, 9’) and 
(r’, 9’) are equivalent if there exists c1 E K such that dtp’= &’ and 
z’- cx E 8’. Then the application (t, 9) + (t ‘9) ~’ g induces a bijection 
between A(g)/- and I(g). We denote the image of (r, 9’) in Z(g) by 
C(? 8). 
Let $j= {zEC(Im(z)>O}. For WEC and ZE.!~), let 
fl,(w, z) = f exp(ni(n + l/2)‘: + 2~i(n + 1/2)(~- l/2)), 
and q(z) the Dedekind q-function. For C= C(T, Y), let (o,, w2} be a basis 
of 9 such that Im(wJo, ) > 0. Define 
cp,(C)=(exp(ni(z-3-l ((T/w,)~-(T/o~)(~JO)))~(=) ~‘O,(z/o,, 2))‘IK, 
where z = u&o, and g is the positive integer such that g n Z = gZ. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Siegel and Ramachandra). (1) For C, C’ E Z(g), q,(C) is 
contained in K(g), and cp,(C)/cp,(C’) is a unit. Let a be an integral ideal 
prime to g. Then 
cp,m (dacJ)iKI= cp,(cc,), 
(2) Let x be a character of Z(g) with values in C such that the conduc- 
tor f(x) = g, and L(s, x) the L-function qf K with x. Then one has 
L’(O, xl= -(Wg)g)-’ 1 x(C) 1% lwc,~I:M,hPqmI’ 
C’t i(q)/Ker~ 
where w(g) is the number of units of K congruent to 1 module g, and M, is 
the subfield of K(g) corresponding to Ker x. 
For IV E C and z = wz/o, , put 
O(w, LZ)= (exp(ni(z-5))’ (w/o,)) q(z)-’ B,(cv/w,, z))12, 
and for an integral ideal a prime to g, put 
O(w, 8; a) = O(M), Y)“‘/e(w, a--’ -4p), 
Then Qz, 9; a) depends only on C(r, 3’). We denote it by 0(C, a). 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Robert). Let a, b be integral ideals of Kprime to g. Then: 
(1) O(C, a) is contained in K(g). 
(2) !!I( c, ll)(b-K(g )lK) = e( cc,, a). 
(3) cP&Y”lcpg(CCa) = QC, aF. 
Let f,, be as in Section 1, and let f = pf,. Let E be an elliptic curve 
defined over H such that 8: o ‘v End(E). We fix 8 so that the action of o on 
the differential form of the first kind is the identity. We assume E has good 
reduction at each prime dividing f. Let p be a prime ideal of H lying above 
p, and let 
y2=4x3-g*x-gg3 
be a Weierstrass model of E which has good reduction at p, We assume the 
period lattice 2 of E by y ~ ‘dx is of the form fO,, . There exists an elliptic 
curve satisfying the above conditions, Let F= H(E,). 
Let a(w) = a(w, 9) be the Weierstrass @ function attached to 9, and 
put l(w) = (m(w), @‘(w)). Let t = -2x/y. Then there exists a formal power 
series a(t) such that x = t -‘a( t) and y = - 2t ~ 3a( t). The coefficients of a(t) 
are contained in a,,, and its constant term is 1. Let .!? be the formal group 
giving the kernel E,,, of the reduction modulo p on E. Then the application 
tk+ (t-*a(t), -2t P3a(t)) gives an isomorphism between B(6) and 
E,,,(F,), where ti is the maximal ideal of an algebraic closure R7, of H,. 
For E, there exists a formal group 6 such that @ : l? ‘v cf and the action of 
(Np - 1)th roots of unity [ in o, is given by 
where u = $( t ). 
Let r =52, and Y = f.0,. Then (r, 6p) E A(f) and C(r, 9) is the unit 
class CO in Z(f). We can prove easily 
LEMMA 2.3. There exist z,, ~~ such that 5=2,+t2, T; l~?no=p and 
52’ 9’ n o = fo. They can be chosen so that z;’ 9 = fOc-’ with an integral 
ideal c prime to f, and the class t, module 9 is well defined. 
Put Q = g(zl). Then Q is a primitive p division point on E and 
A = $(t(Q)) satisfies the condition for A in Section 1 (cf. [9, Sect. 51). 
Let fb be a divisor of fo, and let f’ = pfb. Let E’ be the quotient of E by 
the subgroup of f&, division points, and y’ = 4x3 - g;x -g; a Weierstrass 
model of E’ which has good reduction at p. We may assume the period iat- 
tice 9’ of E’ for y-‘dx is f’S2,. We note (r, z’)~A(f’), C(r, 9’) is the 
unit class Cb in Z(f’), and r, and z2 satisfy the condition in Lemma 2.3 for 
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8’ and fd with the same c. Let 1 be the natural map of E onto E’. Then 
n(Q) = (7, mod 9’) and 1 induces an isomorphism of 8 onto 81 over r)H,p. 
Hence we may take the same 6 and /i for i? and 2. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a E K” be prime to f. Then 
ck(((aL KtfYK)) = ak mod P. 
ProoJ Let Z be the element of the idele group K; of K such that the 
components at primes dividing f are a-’ and the other components are 1. 
For BE K; , let [/?, K] be the image of p in Gal(K,,/K) through the Artin 
map. Then the action on M of ((a), K(f)/K) coincides with that of [t?, K]. 
Let x be an element of the maximal compact subgroup of H; such that 
NHIK(x) = d. We may assume the components at primes not dividing f are 
1. Since E has good reduction at primes dividing f. by Proposition 7.40 and 
the proof of Theorem 7.42 of [ 111, we have 
Q[s.H7 = @a) Q. 
Our assertion follows from this. 
For a positive integer k and ~1 E C, put 
where the sum is taken over all o E 9’ = f’a, except - w  if w  E 9’. Then 
as a function of s, Hk can be continued to the whole s-plane 
meromorphically. For r E QY, put 
Ek(Z, 9’) = Hk(T, k, 2’). 
Then if gt c 9” for an integral ideal g, E,(z, 9’) is contained in H(EI,), 
and it holds for r & Y’ 
w-$ogB(w+r, 9’; a)= 12(-l)k-’ 1 (NaE,(z, 9’) 
k2l 
- Ek(T, a -12’)) Wk, (2.1) 
where a is an integral ideal prime to f’(cf. [3, (2.1) Theorem (i)] ). 
Let 0 be the algebraic closure of Q in C and C, the completion of the 
algebraic closure of Q,. We denote the maximal ideal of the valuation ring 
of C, by P. We fix an embedding of 0 into C, so that P n H = p. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. For an integer k, 1 <k < Np - 2, one has 
qk.,(e(Cb, a))= 12(-l)k-’ (NaE,(z,, 9’)-E,(z,, ae’U’)) mod P. 
This can be proved in the same way as [9, Proposition 461 and [S, 
Sect. 5, Proposition] by(2.1). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let b he an integral ideal of K prime to f’. Then 
cpk.A(&Cb, a)‘b,K’f”iK’) E 12( - l)kpl (NaE,(rz, b-‘2’) 
- &(T~, tab)- ’ 2’)) mod P. 
This follows from 
@CL a) (b~K(f’)‘K) = f3(Cb, b)““/QCb, ab). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a and a’ he integral ideals of K prime to f’. Assume there 
exists a such that a’ = era and a s 1 mod fb. Then 
Ek(rZ, a’-‘Y’) = M~E,Jz*, a-IF). 
Proof: Since E,(z,, a’-‘Y’)=a’E,(ar,, aK’Y’), it is enough to show 
at* - 22 E a ~ ‘9’. This can be verified easily. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let 6 be an element of’ K such that b E p and 6 4 p’. 
Let I= 1, 2, or p + 1 according to whether p decomposes, ramifies, or 
remains prime in K. Then Ek(tZ, a-‘9’) is P-integral if k # 1 or ifp decom- 
poses in K and @ does not divide fb, where f) denotes the conjugate of p. 
Otherwise, GE,JT~, a -‘9”) is a P-unit. 
Proof Let T;’ Y =fc ’ with c prime to f and let 
[ = exp(24Nczi/p) = 0(Cb, (c1))/8(C;, (a)), 
where a = 1 + N(f’/p) p fi if p decomposes and jj 1 fb or p remains prime, 
and a=l+N(f’/p)fiifp ramifies. Here D is the discriminant of K. By 
Lemma 2.7, we have 
q~~.~([) = 12( - l)'- ' (CL'- al) E,(r,, 9’) mod P. (2.2) 
Our assertion can be deduced from this in the same way as [lo, 
Proposition 163. 
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3. ELLIPTIC UNITS AND CLASS NUMBER FORMULAS 
Let M and L be as in Section 1, and N be a subfield of M containing I,. 
Let X,,, be the group of all characters of G with values in Q, and let X,,, 
be its subset consisting of x such that Ker x $ Gal(M/N). We consider 
x E X, also to be a character of Z(f) or Z(Q)) through the Artin map. For 
an algebraic number field S, we denote by h,, R,, and w(S) the class num- 
ber, the regulator, and the number of roots of unity of S, respectively. Then 
we have 
h (3.1) 
By the embedding of Q into C, fixed in Section 2, we consider x also as a 
character with values in C,. Let o be the Teichmiiller character modulo p, 
and put oK = o 0 N,, . For x E X,, let rx be the order of x. We say x and 
XI are equivalent if they generate the same subgroup of X,, and denote the 
equivalence class containing x by i. 
LEMMA 3.1. For x E X,, x # 1, and an integral ideal a of K, put 
Ai(a) = n (Na - ~((a, Mf(x))/K))). 
PE1 
Then there exists an integral ideal a, prime to f(x) such that A&ax) is prime 
top ifi#f5,, and is divided by p exactly once IY i = ~2~. For 2 = cGK, we 
may take a, = (a,) with ax = 1 + N(f(X)/p)p if p decomposes or remains 
prime and with a, = 1 + N(f(X)/P) fi tf p ramij?es. 
ProoJ If Ker 1 f Ker oly, it is easy to see there exists such a,. If the 
kernels coincide, f = 4,. For x = wK, Ai(a)=@ with the (p- I)th 
cyclotomic polynomial QP ~ 1. It is easily checked that (NC(,)“- ’ - 1 is 
divided by p exactly once for ax in our lemma. This completes the proof. 
For XEX,,,,, let G,=KerX, and let M, be the subfield of M 
corresponding to G,. Let d2 be the discriminant of the field of r,th roots of 
unity. Let r = ) G 1, and put 
Q,=J+iJ. 
Define QN for Gal(N/K) in the same way. Choose gX E G, which generates 
G/G,, and put 
641:25:1-S 
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where the product is taken over all primes q dividing rx. We define an ellip- 
tic unit 8, by 
and put 
0, = h,,,,,,,,,wcb, qD~7 
Let E, be the group of units in M and pM the group of roots of unity in 
M. Let EMIN= W%.,I~~,,&)=l), and I-~M/N={~E~MINM,N(?)=~). 
Then OWjN is contained in EM,,,,. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the notation be as above. Then one has 
h MIN=AB[EM,N: @M,NP,,NI, 
where 
A =2-[“:K1+CN’KIQNQ,1[E,: EM,NENpM] n (6w(f(X)))p’, 
Y E XY. N 
B= w(N) w(M)-’ n A#,). 
LE.YM,N/- 
Proof. To transform the right-hand side of (3.1), we use the result of 
Leopoldt [7]. Although he treated the case of cyclotomic units, his result 
can be applied to our case. By Theorem 2.2, we have 
4%) rI 
I’ l x 
( 
c P( 8) 1% I KwA)~IM,((PM 
R t  WC, 
(Cb))” I) 
= n (fp c P(g)lOglN,(r,,,,,M,(e(cb, WI). 
Pet R E GIG, 
Here f(p) n Z = fpZ, f, > 0. For each x E X,,,, x # 1, choose a unit e of M, 
such that log ( ei 1 # 0 for ei = eni. Put 
HN=n, ’ e~CGalWI~)l 
XtXN-lli 
HM= 0MINHN. 
For a subgroup H of E, (resp. EN), let R,(H) (resp. R,(H)) be the 
regulator of H defined by log ( * 1 instead of log I * I*. 
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Then by [7, Satz 14, Satz 17, (8), (9) in Sect. 91, we obtain 
h M/N = AB(R~(E~) RN(HN))-’ RN(EN) LM(ff.wM). 
We see 
(WE,) RdffN)) - ’ &(EN) R,(H,) 
= CEA4: HMfi,l/CEN: HNpNl 
= [EM: EM,NENPMI [EM,N: @,U,N~M,NI. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The p-part of h,,, is equal to the p-part of 
CE M/N. ’ @,Nhi,N1. 
Proof Since () G), p) = 1, A is prime to p by definition. The p-parts of 
w(M) and w(N) are different if and only if ox E XICIIN. Hence by 
Lemma 3.1, B is also prime to p. 
We note f(x) is divided by p for x E X,,,. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume x E X,,,,,, satisfies 
x(C,,,) = ak mod P, (3.2) 
for c( such that (a, f(x)) = 1 and a z 1 mod f(X),+. Then there exists a 
GrSsencharacter 2 of K with the properties: 
(1) the conductor f(f) = f(X)/P; 
(2) 2((a)) = Crk if a = 1 mod f(i); 
(3) i(a) z x(C,)-’ Nak mod P for a prime to f(x). 
j is determined uniquely by the above conditions. 
ProoJ Let x = n, x,, considered as a character of K; , and let 
fb = f(X)/P. Then (3.2) implies x,(a) z a-k mod P for a E 1 mod fb. Let a be 
prime to f(x) and let /? be an element of K x such that j3 = a mod p and 
j? z 1 mod fb. Then x,(a) =x,(B) 5 p-” z trek mod p. Hence the relation 
~~(a)- abk mod P holds for a prime to f(x). Let ~‘=n,,,;,x,. Then for a 
prime to f(x), x(C,,,) = ~‘(a-‘) ~~(a-‘). For c1 prime to f&, define 
2((a)) =x’(a) Ek. 
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This is well defined. For, if E E o ‘, X’(E) = ~JE-‘) = ck mod P. Since p 3 5, 
x’(E)=E~, and x’(.s)Ek= 1. For c1 prime to f(x), we see 
i((a)) = x(c,,,)-‘x&)- ’ cl” 
q(C,,,)--’ Nctl’ mod P. 
Let Y(fb) be the group of all ideals prime to fb and Y(fb) its subgroup con- 
sisting of principal ideals. Let Y(fb)/Y(fb) 2: Z,, x . . . x Z,$ for cyclic groups 
Z, of order ni. Then Z7,n,=h is prime to p. Choose ai so that (a,, 
f(x))& (1) and ai generates Z,,. Let ~(c~~)‘~“’ be the unique n,th root of 
i( ap) which satisfies 
j( a~r)‘/“~ s x(C,)~ Naf; mod P. 
Define i(ai) = i(ay)‘/‘Q and j(a) = x((a)) JJi i(a,)‘“’ for a = (a) nj aTI. It is 
easy to see j has the required properties. This completes the proof. 
By the construction, the values of 2 are contained in an extension of K 
which is unramified at p. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let TV be as in Section 2. Assume x E XMjN satisfies 
(3.2) for k, and let i be as in Proposition 3.4. Jf x fw,, t;-“L(k, i) is 
P-integral. Zf x=0,, GtTkL(k, i) is a P-unit. 
Proof Let f’ = f(x), fb = f’/p, and z; ’ 9’ = fbc -’ with c prime to f’. 
Then 
= w(f’)-’ w(f;)(Np- 1) i(cc’) NckqkL(k, 2). (3.3) 
The following is P-integral: 
1 j(a) Na-k(NaEk(52, L’) - Ek(T2, a-‘2’)) 
(1 l ICI’) 
= ( c R(a) Nalek) Ek(r,, 9’) 
OE Of’) 
If C, EI(fl) if(a) Na ’ k = 0 mod P, our assertion follows from this. This is 
satisfied if x #o,. If x=oK, C,.,(f,,x(a~‘)Na~l((f’)(modP. In this 
case, (1 I(f p) = 1, and our assertion follow from this and Corollary 2.8. 
Let R, be the set of characters of G with values in F, as in Section 1 and 
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x ,,,,,N its subset consisting of x such that Ker x $ Gal(M/N). Then the 
reduction modulo P gives rise to a bijection between X, (resp. XMMIN) and 
x, (resp. FM,,). We denote by X the image of x E X,,,,. 
In the rest of this section, we assume L contains the Hilbert class field H. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let t+b, x E XM,,,,,, and assume 1+4 IG,.= ck I+. Let b he an 
integral ideal prime to f such that the image of C, in G/G, is gr. If $4 2, 
cDk(16(tii@1))~00, @‘Jl,(0,@1))=0 mod P. If’t,b=x, one has 
~k(l,(e,ol))fC,(Na,-~(a,)~‘Na:)s-kL(li,~) mod P, 
~‘;(1,(8,OI))r(C,,(Na,-~‘(a,)~‘Nafi(P’) 
x z; k’p’L(k(p), ;3’))P mod P, 
where 
x n (1 -(i(b))’ Nbk)‘li”). 
Ylrl 
When p remains prime in K, XI denotes the element of XMIN such that x’” = x. 
Proof: Let f’= f(x) and fb = f’/p. If Ker x Ct Ker (1/, it is easy to see 
cDk( 1 $(ea @ 1)) - 0 and @;( l&(8,@ 1)) = 0. Assume Ker x c Ker $. Let X, 
be the group generated by x and I, the kernel of x in Z(f’). For a set S of 
prime numbers dividing r,, let b(S) = nyeS brrly and let b(S) = D if S is the 
empty set. Now we have 
Fromthiswesee@P,(ld(6’,@1))=12(-1)” ‘r;2V($,~)modP, where 
ull/, xl = 1 rl(C,) WJ’ I(- 1)‘“’ 
rl t X( s 
lEf(f) 
SE Jlf’)llx 
x (~a,&(i,, (h$dS))p’ 9’) - Ek(r2, (a,Igb(V-’ 2’)) 
= ,f;, WJ’ W,)--’ ( c (-1P rl(C,) 
ItI 
9 E fCf’)/lx 
x (Na,E,(t,, (lb(S))-’ Y’)iEk(~2, (a,lb(S))-’ 9’))) mod P. 
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Hence @,J li(Ba @ 1)) vanishes unless $ E X,. Let tj E X,. We note r$ ) r,/q 
for some qlr, if 4 # f. The assumption implies 
W,,,) = uk mod P, 
for CI such that (a, f($)) = 1 and o! z 1 mod f($)/p by Lemma 2.4. Let $ be 
the Grossencharacter as in Proposition 3.4. Then by (3.3) we have 
V($, x) = rx I(- 1 )I” $(I) Mpk (Na,E,(r,, (Ib(S)) ’ 9”) 
S.I 
- &(T,, (Q4SW ’ 9’)) mod P 
~(l-(Sib)~‘Nbk)r~/4))(N~,-$(a,)~’Na:I 
x Ir(f’)ir(fm)l q(c) ~-’ NckrykL(k, $1 mod P. 
The case of @b can be treated in the same way. This completes the proof. 
We note C’, and C,. are P-units and (Na, - j(a,) ’ Nat) is a P-unit if 
XZW,. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let 1 and [ be as in Corollary 2.8 and its proof, 
and let x=oK. Then @,( 1 ,(tl, @ 1)) f 0 mod P. If p remains prime 
in K, @j(l,(Q,@ 1))~ (@,(1,(6,@ 1))) p mod P and Qx( 1,(8,0 1)) and 
Qx( 1 ;7(< @ 1)) are linearly independent over F,, . 
Proof: For x = OK, Nor, - i((cr,)) ’ NE; = NE, - LX;, hence 
(Ncr, - ~((oz,)))’ Nc$)/C;, is a P-unit. The first assertion follows from this 
and Proposition 3.5. Since x’ = x = a~~, the second assertion is immediate. 
Since JZ- -,/ir mod P, by (2.2) and the proof of Proposition 3.5, we 
have 
~,(l,(e,ol))-12(-l)P~,((N~,-~~+‘)/~)l~(f’)l 
x (pE,+,(T,, =Y’), (PEP, 102, U’)Y) mod P, 
@,,(l,(iO 1))=24N(f’:pIvG (PJ?$,+I(T~, 4”‘), 
- (pE,+ ‘(~2, ~‘I)“) mod P. 
Since pE,+ ‘(rz, 9’) & 0 mod P, this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let j I+ = ck 1 G7. If k E X, or k(p) E jr,, 
zFkL(k, 1) ~0 mod Par; kc”)L(k(p), 1’) ~0 mod P. 
This follows immediately from Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 3.6. 
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4. A KUMMER'S CRITERION 
Let S and T be algebraic number fields such that S 3 TI K. We say S is 
p-ramified over T if S is unramified at all primes of T not dividing p. Let 
AT be the maximal p-ramified p-abelian extension of T, and &; be the 
maximal unramified p-abelian extension of T. Let %r= Gal(,.&r/M), 
$-= Gal(&“,/M) and let 2“r be the kernel of the restriction map of Xr 
onto CVr. If T is a Galois extension of K, Xr, ‘ev, and 2?r are Z,[Gal( T/K)]- 
modules by x ++ g-‘.xg for x E ?.~?r, $- or 9T and g E Gal( T/K), where g is 
an extension of g to Gal(&‘JK). 
Let L, M, N be as in Section 3. Let R be the restriction map of XM into 
$?QN and R’ that of 9JM into $,,. Let j be the map of TN into XM induced by 
the natural injection N; -+ MA” and j’ that of Y, into Y,. Since 
([M: N],p) = 1, R and R’ are surjective and j and j’ are injective. Let 
iiT M,N = Ker R, %M,N = Ker R’ and zIMIN = Ker R A Z,,,,. Then 
XM = TM/, 0 j(!&), 9, = gMiN @ j’( gN) and TM = 2M,N @ j( 9,). Let -dMIN 
and J@;,,~ be the subfields of <H,, and &X corresponding to j(!-&) and 
j,(gN), respectively. Then TMIN = Gal(&,,N/M) and ) <gM,, / = the p-part of 
h M/N’ 
Let U!&!N be the kernei of the norm map of Ug) to lJ(“. Let I$:, = N 
E M,N n UC) and let E,,, be the closure of E(h), in UciN. Then Z,,, ‘v 
UcjNjEM/N as 2, [ G]-modules. Let 8,,, be the closure of 
(QMINp,,,) n Egj, in UsiN. Then [EMIN: OMiN] is equal to the p-part of 
h MIN. Let ‘h/N be the set of x E X,,,W such that ;C lG., = ckIGr for k E 3; and 
I# oK, and let PM,,N be the set of x E X,,, such that X I(;, = C~ 1 Gr. for k E X2 
or k(p) E X2. Then the union X,,,,, = XhlN u PMiN( u wX) is disjoint. If p 
decomposes or ramifies in K, PMIN is empty, and we set k(p) = k and 
x’ = x. For FPZ = [M: L], let 5(m) be the composite of all cyclic extensions 
of M of degree p in J~MIN whose conductors divide p = ($, . . . ‘8,)“. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the notation he as above. Consider the ,following 
conditions: 
(A) (r; kL(k,j), z2 k(p) L(k(p), i’))=O mod P for some XEXL,,~; 
(B) _ z;“L(k, 2) = 0 mod Pfor some 1 E XLjN; 
ta) ‘hjN is divisible by p; 
(b) (h,,,, p) = 1 and .2$;, has a torsion; 
(c) (hWIN, p) = 1, !&,,,N is torsion$ee and dimFP Gal(F(m)/M) > 
I X,/N I . 
Then (k) or (B) occurs ifund onIy if (a), (b) or (c) occurs. Moreover, (c) 
implies that p remains prime and (B) or p ramifies and (A). 
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Prooj First assume L contains H. Let a,,,,, Em,,+. and 8,,,,,,, be the 
image of @,,,,,, E,,, and Uyj, in W. Let V be one of gMIN, E,,, and 
8,,,. Then 
?Je ;;te) =noM,&!=)W$) for XE Xn,,lN. By Corollary 3.7, we have 
M/N K * M/N OK ’ ence, by Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8, the con- 
dition that (A) or (B) occurs is equivalent to that GM,,(x) vanishes for 
some x E X,$,/N. Assume this. We prove (c) under the condition that neither 
(a) nor (b) holds. This implies BM,N = E,,,,,N and UGjN/EMUIN is torsion-free. 
Consider the natural map: 
Here U)l;,$,, = U$iN n U$‘. The right-hand side is isomorphic to 
Gai(@(m)/M). If EMUIN = 0 for some x E XnriN, p remains prime and 1 is 
contained in xZM,N, or p ramifies, since U’$j,/E,,, is torsion-free. Let 6 be 
1 or 0 according as X,,,,,N contains uK or not. Then dimFP 
Ker I < 1 X,,, 1 -t 6, hence dim,,,Gal(R(m)/M) > 1 XA,/N I. 
conversely, it is easy to see (a) implies &,w,,&) = 0 for some x E XM,,? 
since [E’,,, : B M,NI is the p-part of h,,,. Assume (b). Then dimFPE,+,,N < 
1 X,,,,;, 1 + 6, hence E,+,,N(j) = 0 for some x E XM,N and B,,,(X) = 0 for some 
XE XMjN. As to (c) we see easily the condition dimFPGal(F(m)/M) > 
( XL,, 1 implies E(i) = 0 for some x E X,,,. 
If L does not contain H, consider the fields M’ = MH, N’ = NH and 
L’ = LH. By considering Gal(M’/M)-invariant subspaces, we see for V = 0, 
E or 6 
where the sum is taken over all x E X,,,,,,,, which are trivial on Gal(M’/M). 
By using this, we can proceed in the same way as above. This completes the 
proof. 
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